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Max L. Blosser*, and Howard M. Adelman*** 
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Abstract 

This iJaper reviews some of the effort 
required to transform one thermal protection 
SySUill concept. titanium multiwall, from a 
conceptual de5ign to a practical working reality. 
Gradually. frUM continuing analytical and 
e~pcrimental studies, a fundamental understanding 
:)f the therrna 1 and s t ructu ra 1 performance of the 
ba~ic lIIultil~all concept is evolving. In addition, 
radiant heat. wind tunnel, vibration, acoustic and 
1 iglltning strike tests are being used to verify 
the performance of Inultiwall ti les under 
representative operating conditions, and flight 
tests of a large array of tiles are planned as 
pdrt of an orbiter experiments program. Results 
of UJe tes ts are bei ng used to improve the 
design,dnd a mature technology is emerging. To 
date, resedrch has focused on flat all titanium 
llultiHall configurations, \~hich are limited to 
temperatures belo~t 810 K (lOOO°F); however, the 
effort is being extended to include curved 
surfaces and hig'ler temperature versions of the 
:nulthtall concept. Preliminary estimates indicate 
that these concepts, which offer the inherent 
durability of metallic systems, are mass 
competitive with the insulation system currently 
employe(j on the Space Shutt 1 e Orbiter. 

Introduction 

In a continuing effort to provide 
1 i ghtvtei ght, du rab 1 e Thermal Protect i on Systems 
(TPS) for current and future space transportation 
sys tellis, the Langl ey Research Center has bee~ 
Investigating various metallic TPS concepts. One 
of the Illore promising systems under study Is a 
family of concepts known collectively as 
multiwa1l 2• To date, most of the efforts to 
verify these concepts have been concentrated on a 
titanium version intended for application In a 
!T1oderate temperature range (590 to 810 K (600 to 
lOOQoF)). Design considerations for this concept 
are given in reference 2, and fabrication details 
are given in reference 3. The purpose of this 
paper Is to provide an overview of efforts to 
evaluate the design and performance of the 
t itanl urn IIIUlt Iwa 11 TPS concept. These efforts 
Inc 1 ude therma 1 and st ructu ra 1 ana lyses and tests, 
wind tunnel tests, lightning tests, and exposure 
to acoustic and vibrational environments. 

Titanium Multiwall Tiles 

A. titanium multlwall tile, as shown by the 
exploded viell In figure 1, consists of multiple 
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layers of superplastically formed dimpled sheets 
and fl.it septum sheets of titanium foil. These 
sheets are assembled in superplastlcally formed 
foil cover sheets which have scarfed edges and a 
lip on two sides which overhang adjacent tiles. 
The sheets are bonded Into discrete tiles using a 
Liquid Interface Diffusion BO~ding (LID) process 
developed by Rohr Industries. In this process, 
the surfaces to be diffusion bonded dre plated 
with a material which creates a eutectic solution 
with titanium when hedted to 1214 K (1725°F). 
Subsequently, this material diffuses Into the 
titanium which solidifies and forms a bond with 
propert I es compa rab 1 e to the pa rent meta 1. The 
LID bonding process produces a Inetal-to-metal bond 
us I ng much 1 ess contact pressu re than that 
re4ulred for conventional diffusion bonding of 
t Itanl um. 

An assembled 30.5 x 30.5 x 1.9 cm (12 x 12 x 
0.75 In.) tile Is shown in figure 2. The scarfed 
close-out edges of the tile are headed to 
accor~odate differential thermal growth due to a 
temperature gradient through the ti le thickness 
and to impede flow In the gaps between tiles. The 
tiles are mechanically attached to the primary 
structure by bayonet type tabs which are LID 
honded to the tile bottom surface and which slide 
through cl ips attached to the primary structure. 
Nomex felt strips under the perimeter of the tile 
are compressed slightly \'Ihen each tile Is 
attached. The purpose of the strips Is to block 
hot gas which otherwise might floy/ under the tile 
and to attenuate vibration. 

As indicated In reference 2, the multlwall 
concept Impedes all three modes of heat 
transfer--conduction, radiation, and convection. 
The small contact area of the dimples and the long 
thin conduction path tends to minimize metal 
conduction; the multiple foil radiation shields 
impede heat transfer by radiation; and the small 
individual volumes created by the dimpled layers 
virtually eliminate air convection. 

Thermal Analysis and Tests 

The Inventor of the rnultil~all concept 
generated empirical equations based on available 
test data and engineering analYSis t0
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thermal performance of multiwall TPS. These 
equations, which ftere used in the preliminary 
design of multiwall tiles, have been modified to 
obtain better agreement with recently-obtained 
experimental dat3. The modified empirical 
equations are presented in reference 2. To 
provide an analytical basis for understanding the 
Inultlwall heat transfer and to assess the 
empirical approach, a detailed analysis was 
performeg using the SPAR finite element analysis 
program. ,6 

The complex geometry of the configuration 
required a very detailed model. A schematic of 
the SPAR model Is shown In figure 3. The model 
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contains 333 ~riJ points located on nine titanium 
sheets (~) horizontal dnd 4 inclined). The model 
cont,] ins Z<)B triarl'.lul.3r and quadri laterial metal 
conductiun elements, 264 solid elements which 
represent dir conduction between sheets and 544 
I'adiation elements. The modeling of the multiwall 
conc\~pt takes advanta'.le of symmetry, and the 
finite Ic>jel.]ent model represents a basic repeating 
trian'.lular prism cell which is cut out of the 
mu It ilvd 11 d nd is bou nded by three p 1 a nes of 
symmetry. The pl anes of symmetry were treated as 
adiahatic wallS since there is zero net heat 
transf2r through the planes. 
Tell1perature-dependent values for thermal 
conductivity for titanium and air were obtained 
from standard sources and temperature-dependent 
emissivity of titanium was obtained from reference 
3. Hadiation view factors were computed by use of 
the gen,~rd l-purpose radi at i on computer program 
TI(,1\S YS I \. 7 

The effective conductivity, keff' of the 
multiwall was ohtained by 1) specifywg the net 
heat flux ~t the upper surface ~ and the 
temperature at the lower surface T t' 2) 
C()',lplltiny the te'llperature distribution in the 
1:11).lel, dJld 3) calculating the effective 
conductivity froill the equation 

where h is the height of the model, Tu is the 
cdlel1 ated te1nperature of the upper surface and 

T = (Tu + T~)12 

Effective thermal conductivities from the 
empil'ical and finite element analyses and 
eXperi1:1ental data from reference 3 are shown in 
figure 4 as a function of the average temperature 
T. Finite element results are given for both an 
assumed constant emissivity of 0.4 and for 
measured emi~sivities which varied with 
temperature. The empirical analysis used a 
constant emissivity of 0.4. The results from the 
finit8 element analysis using measured 
emissivities are in fairly good agreement with the 
experilnental data. The empirical analysis, while 
estimating the trends with temperature, tends to 
underestimate the importance of radiative heat 
transfer (especially at the higher temperatures) 
and sl ightly overestimates heat transfer by gas 
and metal conduction. 

The indicated multiwall thermal conductivity 
is about twi ce the conduct i vi ty of the bas i c 
Shuttle reusable surface insulation (RSI) material 
(Ll-900). HOHever, the multilvall tile system can 
be made mass competitive \qith the Shuttle tile 
system because the effective density of the 
multiwall is lower and the heat transfer around 
the peri Ineter of the til es is reduced by vi rtue of 
the covered gaps and the reduced gap-to-surface 
area of the larger multiwall tiles. For 
comparable thermal performance the multiwall tiles 
would be thicker, but not necessarily heavier, 
than the corresponding RSI tiles. 2 

Structural Analysis and Tests 

A 1 though the desi gn study of reference 2 
gives engineering approximations to the structural 
performance of multiwall, the complex geometry 
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makes structural analysis difficult. Therefore, 
to provide a more fundamental understanding of the 
structural behavior, additional analytical and 
experimental studies have been undertaken. 
central to this understanding is a knowledge of 
the extensional behavior of the dimpled sheets 
since the thinner flat sheets will buckle and be 
relatively ineffective in supporting compressive 
loads. 

The geometry of the dimpled sheet, as 
indicated in figure 5, results in different 
extensional stiffnesses in the 00 and 45 0 

directions. Th§ SPAR structural analysis finite 
element progralll was used to calculate the 
extensional stiffness of the dimpled sheet in both 
the 00 and 45 0 directions. By taking advantage of 
conditions of symmetry, only small repeating are'as 
of the dimpled sheet had to be modeled, as 
indicated by the shaded regions of figure 5. One 
quarter of a single dimple was modeled in the 00 
direction and one quarter of two adjacent dimples 
was modeled in the 45 0 direction. 

Superimposed triangular bending ele:nents, 
each with half the material modulus, were used in 
the SPAR finite element models shown in figure 6 
to represent the curved three-dimensional surfaces 
of the dimpled sheets. These elements were used 
to avoid inherent problems associated with warped 
quadri lateral elements (see for example, ref. 8). 
The boundaries of the model shown in figure 6 were 
treated as symmetry planes and therefore 
constrained to remain planar. Initially, three 
edges were fully constrained from lateral 
displacement, a uniform displacement was applied 
along the fourth edge as shown in the figure, and 
reactions in the direction of the displacement 
were calculated. The applied displacement and the 
reactions were used to calculate the extensional 
stiffness of the dimpled sheet. Using these 
extensional stiffnesses, the bending stiffness of 
one, two, and three layer sandwiches with 00 and 
45 0 dimple orientations were calculated using 
simple beam theory. In the latter calculations 
the flat sheets were assumed to be completely 
ineffective in compression. The calculated 
bendi ng s t iffnesses for specimens ali gned with the 
00 dimpled orientation agreed vlell with 
experimental results; however, the agreement for 
specimens al igned with the 45 0 dimple orientation 
was poor. 

Consequently, to obtain a better 
understanding of the behavior of the dimpled 
sheet, specimens with dimples oriented 0° and 45 0 

to the inplane load were tested in tension. As 
expected, the dimpled sheet was found to be 
significantly less stiff than a flat sheet of the 
same thickness and was stiffer in the 00 direction 
than in the 45° direction, as indicated by the 
slope of the curves in figure 7. These tests also 
revealed that there was considerable lateral 
movement of the free edges of the specimens with 
the 45 0 dimple orientation (see fig. 7) as the 
specimens deformed into a series of corrugations. 
Based on these observations, the dimpled sheets 
Here reanalyzed with the lateral edges again 
constrained to be planar but, in addition, allowed 
to translate in the lateral direction. The change 
in boundary condition had little effect on the 
results for the 00 dimple orientation but 
significantly decreased the extensional stiffness 
of sheets with 45° orientation. 



The influence of the variation in extensional 
stiffness of the dimpled sheets on the bending 
stiffness of one, two, and three layer rnulti\1all 
sdndwiches is shown in fiuure 8 as an effecti Ve 
ben,ii1g IiIOl,leFlt ,)f inertia. In the 0° direction 
the cJlculated bending stiffnesses are in good 
dgrecl;lent >Iith experililent, and the choi ce of 
i;olliidary conditions for the lateral edge\1iSe 
di~;;)lacr~;nent Cdllses very little difference. In 
tile 45° dit'ection the calculated Y'esults, vlhich 
Ilolln:i Lhe problem, bracket the experimental 
results. It is apparent that, in these uniaxial 
bendi:ll] tests, the dimpled sheets in the multiwall 
sandwiches arc partially restrained in the lateral 
diloection by tile flat sheets. It also appears 
thdt there are interactions between the flat 
sheets and the dimpled sheets not normally 
en,:ou nL,red vii th ScHldwi ch structu res and that 
biaxial loading would undoubtedly alter the 
structural behavior. Thus in summary, although a 
fundal:lt~ntal understanding of the structural 
mechanics of multiwa 11 is emerging, continued 
st'Jdy is required to ir,lprove tile analysis and to 
develop and confirm parametric data so that the 
stiffnesses of i~ultiwall with different geometric 
proportions can be calculated. 

Radiant.Heating CycliC Tests 

A two tile array of multil~all tiles and a 
comparable area of low-temperature reusable 
surface insulation (LRSI-LI 900) were subjected to 
cyclic radiant heat in the Johnson Space Center 
Building 13 Radiant Heating Facility. The purpose 
of these tests wa5 to evaluate the cyclic thermal 
performance of the rnultil~all and to provide a 
di rect comparison with the performance of the 
insulation systeln currently employed on the 
Shuttle Orbiter. The two test specimens are shown 
in fiuure 9. f30th insulation systems were 
desi gned for the thermal requi rements at body 
point 3140, and both were mounted on aluminum 
plates representative of the local thermal mass of 
the Shuttle structure. (The multiwall tiles 11ere 
thicker since the conductivity of multiwa11 is 
higher.) The tiles were subjected to 25 
temperature and pressure cycles representative of 
condit ions at that body poi nt duri ng trajectory 
14414.1C (the baseline design trajectory for the 
Shuttle). 

Typi Cd 1 results for the two i nsul at ion 
systems are shown in figure 10. The performance 
of the insulation systems appears to be the same 
5i nce the peak structural temperature beneath each 
system is the saIne. Each maintained the primary 
structure well below the maximum a1lowable 
telnperature of 450 K (350°F). There was no 
significant change in the thermal performance over 
the entire 25 cycles. Except for a slight curling 
of the overhanging edge between multiwal1 tiles, 
and flaking of the thermal paint on the multiwall 
tiles which was unintentionally not cured before 
testing, there were no ill effects despite the 
fact that the insulations had been exposed to 
elevated temperatures for over 17 hou rs. 

Aerothermal Tests 

A nine tile array of multiwall tiles was 
subjected to radiant heating tests and combined 
radiant-heating/aerothermal tests in the Langley 
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Research Center 3-Foot Hi gh Te'nperatlJrc :;tructures 
Tunnel (Hf::;T). For these tests, the array shown 
in fiuure 11 was attached to an aluminum panel 
that was representjtive of the thermal mass of the 
Shuttle structure and mounted in the panel 1101der 
shovll1 in figure 12. In a typical test; the drray 
I'las radiantly heated (following the tempel'Jture 
profile to the maxillunl temperdture used for the 
tests of the two tile array) before being inserted 
into the aerotherma 1 envi ronment of the tunnel. 
Flow conditions in the tunnel simulated the 
maxillum temperature conditions associatf,d with 
this telllperature profi Ie. In addi tion to the 
heating envirunment, the wind tunnel impo';cd an 
acousticdl load of 163 db I~hicil, as shown in 
figure 13, WdS slightly higher but similar in 
frequency content to the des i gn condit ions 
expected at the reference body poi nt. 

During the initial radiant hC1ting tests 
significant debonding occurred between the top 
face sheet clnd the underlying di1npled sheet. 
This proble!ll vias not encountered with the b'iO tile 
array which was exposed to a similar thermal 
envi rotllnent; fu rthermore, the debondi ng OCCII rred 
mainly on the edge tiles which vlere partially 
restrai ned frolll thermal growth by the ceramic 
surface of the panel holder Wllicll surrounded the 
wind tunnel array. Therefore, it is felt that 
unreal istic boundary conditions yreatly 
contributed to the debonding problem. Surface 
debonding was repaired by spot vlelding, and the 
array was subjected to seven radiant heating tests 
dnd eight combined radiant heating/aerothermal 
tests which included a total aerothermal exposure 
time of 294 seconds. Photographs in fi gure 14 
show the center tile and the surrounding tiles of 
the nine tile array before and after the tests. 
The wri nk 1 es on the su rface of the til es \'iet'e 
caused by an initial fabrication development 
proble1n and are not the result of testing. 
Although the array appears essentially the same 
before and after the tests, detailed inspection of 
the disassembled array revealed curling of the 
over hanging edge (Similar, but more severe than 
that encountered with the two tile array), dnd 
five hairline cracks, all of which v/ere on one of 
the boundary tiles which was adjacent to the 
ceraltlic surface of the panel holder. 

These tests identified minor design changes 
to be incorporated in future designs to improve 
the fabrication and structural performance of the 
bonded joints. These changes include 1) a 
"stepped" edge closure to allow bonding fixtures 
to improve contact of the bond joi nts in the 
overhang region, 2) slightly larger contact nodes, 
and 3) use of the stronger Ti 6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo 
al loy in place of Ti 6AI-4V. 

The aerothermal tests showed no evidence of 
localized convective heating in the gaps between 
tiles due to hot gas ingress. Figure 15 shows 
typical maxil:lurn temperature distributions down the 
edge of a tile where gap flow would impinge if it 
were present. The temperatures are normalized by 
the average of the maximum surface temperatures 
Ts measured at the two locations shown. 
Comparison of the maximum temperatures for radiant 
heating only with temperatures fran the 
aerotherrnal tests indicate an absence of any 
significant hot gas ingress. 



A tilf> WJS subjected to vibration tests on a 
shaker table ilt level s of 10, 20 and 31 GRMS for 
,1 Wi s(,conds per level. These tests, which were 
C'lIldll<:[,ed Foy' eaeh of the three pri nciple axes, 
dPIJr'oximate the severe portion of the vibration 
l'nvi ,';JI\(;lenl Fur 2!i Shutt Ie missions (with a 
scatter fdetar of 4). At the end of the test, one 
hdirline cr~ck in the tile closeout adjacent to an 
attacillllt'nt tdb WilS detected. lihi Ie this does not 
denote d seriolls problem, ildditionill tests will be 
re'luircd to j{~tl;l'iiline tile life. 

A r:lul til'iall rl)S ti Ie \'ias subjected to a 
s2J"ies of explo"dtory sonic fatigue tests by Rohr 
Indll';tries in a "IJrogressive-I-Jave Tube" facility. 
The pdnel \'/(IS exposed tu rdndom (Gaussian) noise 
on llTll' sllI"face elt: grilLing incidence. The acoustic 
loading vldS representative of broad-band jet or 
roekd exhaust noise. After prel iminary tests to 
i dent i fy resonant fre'luenci es alld dampi ng ratios, 
the tila was exposed to broad band random loading 
at l!) 7 Ilil For 1. 'i Ilou rs. Til i s time corresponds to 
approxirnately 40 missions (with a scatter factor 
of 4) dt tile design limit condition for Shuttle 
body poiilt 3140 (see fig. 13). Since no 
structurdl damage occurred, the ti le was exposed 
to 161 dlj. A face sheet fai 1 ure occurred after 
0.6 hours when bOlld nut)!J<=ts pulled QlIt over a 
surface drea of about 96 cm2 (15 in 2) nea~ the 
center of the ti 1 e. Al though 1I10re extensi ve tests 
are re'i'Jir'2d to reach firm conclusions, these 
tests i,nply that the resistance of multil~all to 
dcoustic fatigue will be acceptable for space 
transportation system ilpplication. 

Lightning Strike Tests 

A se:]!;lent I)f a titanium lIIultiwall tile was 
subjected to simulated lightning strikes of 
vary il1 9 intensities in the Langley Research Center 
Lightrling Simulation Test Facility. The wave form 
of tile siuLllated ligtltning strike, shown on figure 
16, \'iilS 3 lightly damped sinusoidal oscillation. 
At intensities representative of average lightning 
strikes (20 to 40 kilo ampere peak currents) only 
superficial damage occurred. I\t the higher of the 
two intensities (40 kA peak current) a strike 
midway between the nodes joining the skin to the 
underlying dililpled sheet produced a small burn 
through in the outer 0.010 cm (0.004 in) thick 
skin. A strike of 90 kA peak current, greater 
than 93 percent of naturally occurring lightning 
strikes, caused a crater with a diameter at the 
upper surface about the size of a nickel that 
penetrated a 11 but the bot~OIn two 1 ayers. For 
comparison, a 1979 article indicates that "The 
[current RSI-900J TPS can withstand 50,000 amperes 
'!lith only surface cracking damage, but with a 
100,000 ampere strike, two or three tiles may be 
blown off." 

If damage due to lightning is not aggravated 
by airflow, the temperature of the structure under 
a dalnaged section of multiwall would not be 
significantly increased because the additional 
heat transferred through the locally damaged area 
would be readily dissipated by the high lateral 
conductivity of the aluminum structure. However, 
wind tunnel tests will be required to determine if 
a tile damaged by lightning can withstand the 
entry aerothermal envi ronment. 
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Fabrication Development 

Titanium lIIultiwall development has been 
extended to include the fabrication of a curved 
tile. The sllccessfully fabricated tile, sh(lI'/n in 
figure 17, has an inner radius of 30.5 cm (12 
in). 11ith this radius, which is d -non: severe 
curvature than the majority of surfaces on 1 arge 
spacecraft, the pitch of the dimples in different 
layers had to be varied so that the dimples would 
be aligned in the curved asse1nbly. The dimpled 
sheets vJere formed in the flat condition and layer! 
up in a curved bonding fixture with face sheets 
which had pr'eviollsly been superplastically forliled 
ina curved die. For less severe curvature it ,nay 
be possible to bond a tile in the fldt condition 
and then form it into a curved tile. The tile 
shown in figure 17 was fabricated of Ti 6AL-4Vand 
incorporates the desi:]n modifications which 
evolved from experience with the wind tunnel 
array, i.e., stepped edge closures and increased 
contact node size. Although most future 
structural and thermal testing will I)e lIith flat 
tiles, ultimately sOllie '!lind tunnel testing of 
curved surfaces will be required to evaluate 
possible heating in gaps between tiles where high 
surface pressure gradients exist. 

Advanced Multiwall Concepts 

Results of the analyses and tests of the 
all-titanium concept described herein for surface 
temperature up to about 810 K (lOOO°1') ilre being 
used to guide the design and fabrication of 
advanced multiwall concepts for higher surface 
temperatures. The titanium concept and two 
advanced concepts are shown in figure 18. Arrays 
of the nickel alloy sandwich concept, which has 
fibrous quartz insulation in the center of the 
tile, are being fabricated for subsequent 
testing. This concept has an Inconel 617 outer 
sandwi ch fabri cated as ei ther a mu 1 t i wa 11 sandvli Cll 
(shown in tile figure) or a honeycomb sandwich (not 
sho~m). Oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) 
materials are also being considered for this 
concept to extend the use temperature range. 
Designs for even higher surface temperatures using 
coated refractory all O,~? dnd advanced 
carbon-carbon concepts are being studied. The 
outer skin for the concepts are waffle or 
rib-stiffened to allow for ease in fabrication and 
coating. 

Preliminary mass estimates for these concepts 
are shown in figure 19 compared with a band whiCh 
represents the mass of RSI estimated in 197'3. The 
temperilture boundaries separating material systems 
are approxi mate. The sol i d symbol represents the 
all titanium concept and the half solid symbol 
represents the super-alloy concept currently being 
fabricated. These concepts appear to be mass 
competitive with the insulation system currently 
in use on the Shuttle Orbiter. 

Continuing Development 

A Shuttle Orbiter experiment (OEX) is planned 
in which approximately 2.3 m~ (25 ft 2 ) of 
multiwall TPS will be placed on the side of the 
fuselage (see fig. 20) to expose the tiles to the 
complete Shuttle operations environment and to 
surface any problems associated with incremental1y 



rc:pl3CiIlU the f<:;[ tiles Wit'l metallic TPS. In 
support of this pro~ram, an array of 12 titanium 
':luHi.IJ11'i les Me being fabricated for testing 
i il th," Ldll:)ley B-f-oot firST. These ti les wi 11 
inc()rporJt'~ the desi~n chan~es identified in the 
earlier tests previously discussed. In a separate 
·;twty, titdnium IIlultiliall is one of the concepts 
h,~in:J considered in contrdct N!\Sl-16302, "An 
l~sse';';:llent :)f ,~l terndt,~ Thermal Protection Syste1lls 
f')I' the Space Shuttle Orbiter," a study being 
,~ondllct·"d by f(ockwell Interndtional Space Division 
for the Ldll:Jley R:~search Center. 

Conclusions 

Th is ;JapeI' revi eNS some of the effort 
required til transf'Jrm one thermal protection 
systelll concept, tit31lium lIlultil1all, from a 
conceptual design to a practical working reality. 
Gradllally, frolll continuing analytical and 
experil;1ental studies, d fundamental understanding 
of tile therl.lal and str'Jctural performance of the 
Ila',ic .1IU It ilia 1 1 conce;.>t is evolving. In addition, 
radiant heat, #ind tunnel, vibration, acoustic and 
lightning strike tests are being used to verify 
the fll!rfOrllldnCe of Inultiwall ti les under 
representdt i ve ope rat i ng condit ions, and fl i gilt 
tests of a large array of tiles are planned as 
pdrt of the orbiter experiments program. Results 
of the t,~st5 are being used to improve the de',ign, 
dnd ,J Ill<lture technology is emerging. To date, 
res(~arch has focused on fl at all titani urn 
l11ulti\'lall configurations, \'Ihich are limited to 
tenperatllres below 810 K (lOOO°r); however, the 
eFfo~t is bein9 extended to include curved 
surfaces and higfler temperature versions of the 
multiwall concept. Preliminary estimates indicate 
that these concepts, which offer the inherent 
durabi 1 ity of ill,"tall ic systems, are mass 
COlilpet it i ve \'lith the i nsu 1 at i on system cu rrent ly 
emp 1 oyed on the Space Shu tt 1 e Orbi ter. 
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Fig. 1 Exploded vie'~ of titanium lIIultiwall tile. 
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Fig. 4 Effective thermal conductivity of titanium 
multi wall. 
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Fig. 9 Radiant heating cyclic test arrays. 
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distributions through models (Tests 1 to 
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Fig. 11 Multiwall 9-tile array. 
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Fig. 12 Multiwall 9-tile array installed in 
Langley a-Foot HTST. 
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Fig. 13 Acoustic environment in Langley a-Foot 
IHSf (1/3 octave band). 
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Fig. 16 Simulated lightning strikes on titanium 
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Fig. 17 Curved titanium multiwall tile, 30.5 em 
(12 in.) radius. 
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